
 

 

気候危機  

During the movie  

Explain students will watch a BBC documentary about climate change and that there are 5 

activities to complete throughout the video. 

Green Climate Crisis Activity Cards will appear at various stages of the video. Pause the 

video at these points and explain the activity to students. 

Activity 1 (10:38 minutes). Pause the video. With their group, ask students to discuss how 

these animals are important for human survival. (5 mins) Write the answers on the board. 

Bees 

They pollinate crops. Bees are dying out very quickly due to the use of chemicals to grow 
monocrops. Without them, we will have to pollinate our own crops.  

Earthworms 

They create topsoil that is vital for growing food. Our topsoil is dying. The UN says we only 
have 60 harvests left because of chemical use and poor soil management. 

Bats 

They control pests. They reduce need for harmful pesticides. They eat dangerous disease 
carrying mosquitos. 

 

Activity 2 (16:57 – 19:50). Pause the video at 16:57 and explain that students have to watch 

the video and answer 3 questions. (Check the answers at 19:49 when the Green Climate 

Crisis Activity Card appears to say the activity has ended. 

1. What is happening to the rate of ice melt in Greenland?  

It’s speeding up. 

2. What is happening to the ice in Antarctica?  

It’s losing 3 times as much ice as 25 years ago. 

3. What is happening in Louisiana, USA?  

It’s losing land at the rate of a football sized field every 45 minutes. 

Activity 3 (25:10-27:00). Pause the video at 27:00 minutes. Direct the students to watch the 

movie and fill in the gaps on their worksheet. Check the answers when the Green Climate 

Crisis Activity Card appears to say the activity has ended. 

Let's be honest about this. There are a)incumbent industries that then, they knew about climate 

change, but they didn't really want anything to happen. Net income grew 17%...Earnings rose to 

$10.9 billion... The b)organizations that had the most to lose by acting on climate change were 

the fossil fuel companies. The most c)profitable industry possibly in the history of mankind, 

making huge profits. They wanted to continue that. $11.7 billion profit. Many of those industries, 

basically the oil and gas industry, the fossil fuel industry, they undertook a quite d)concerted 

campaign to confuse the science and confuse the message. This is industry funded and industry 

driven. Fossil fuel companies engaged. PR consultants who used exactly the same tactics that have 

been used by the tobacco companies, and there's e)ample documentation. The basic strategy is 

to cast doubt on the science. The science is so f)distorted and mis-stated. To promote the 



 

 

message that we don't really know, there isn't a g)consensus. There are too many complexities 

around climate science. And it will be too expensive to fix anyway. We've had h)flatline 

temperatures globally for the last eight years. The cycle of denial has worked. And even today, the 

President of the United States says that it's not true. All of this with the global warming, and a lot 

of it's a i)hoax, it's a i)hoax. I mean, it's a moneymaking industry. OK? In the UK, we have the 

Climate Change Act from 2008, which was the first law anywhere in the world to make a legally 

binding target for reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

Activity 4 (33:41-40:46). Pause the video at 33:41 and explain that students have to watch 

the video and answer 4 questions. (Check the answers when the Green Climate Crisis 

Activity Card appears to say the activity has ended. 

1. When will the temperature hit 1.5°C?  

Between 2040-2050. 

2. When will the temperature rise by 3-6°C?  

2100 

3. What is a tipping point?  

A tipping point is when, in a climate system, just a little bit of extra warming could 
nudge it into a different state. Irreversible change.  

4. Methane is 21 times more powerful than CO2.  
 

Activity 5 (41:24-51:57). Pause the movie at 41:24. Direct students to watch the movie and 

to listen to the solutions given to fix the climate crisis. Ask students to work in their groups 

to categorize the actions and give each category a name. Some actions may be included in 

more than one category.  

Government Industry Consumers 

Reduce CO2 already in 
atmosphere 

Turn CO2 into stone Make homes more energy 
efficient 

Reforest areas of world Make homes more energy 
efficient 

Buy less products 

Make homes more energy 
efficient 

Don’t waste food. Buy better quality goods 
that last longer. 

Reduce meat and dairy 
consumption 

 Don’t waste food. 

  Avoid food that is flown in 
aeroplanes 

  Reduce meat and dairy 
consumption 

  Speak up about climate 
change 

  

After watching 

1. In your group, rank each solution in the correct order, 1-5. 1 is first and 5 is fifth. 



 

 

1 2 3 4 5 26 

Manage 
refrigeration 
chemicals. 
 
 
89.74 GT 
reduction 

Install 
onshore 
wind 
turbines. 
 
84.60 GT 
reduction 

Cut down on 
food waste. 
 
 
 
70.53 GT 
reduction 

Eat more 
plants and 
less meat. 
 
 
66.11 GT 
reduction 

Restore our 
tropical 
forests. 
 
 
61.23 GT 
reduction 

Electric 
Vehicles. 
 
 
 
10.80 GT 
reduction 

  

https://www.drawdown.org/solutions-summary-by-rank 

2. Ask students to compare their answers from Before Watching number 3 answers. Ask 

them if they are shocked by anything? Has their thinking changed? How has watching 

the documentary affected them? Will their behaviour change after watching it? 

 

https://www.drawdown.org/solutions-summary-by-rank

